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forms were hung from 2-post bents, spaced 6 ft. of men in the conduit where they could handle below the bottom of the channel ; these piers

apart on centers, and alternating with the cross each section from man to man very readily. A stand on timber piles driven inside the shells to

braces placed to hold the sides of the trench from rope on the end ofthe section was carried through a penetration of about 30 ft. below the bottom

caving. The posts of these bents were 4 x 6 -in . to the open , where a good haul could be made on of the latter. The piers in each group also are

timbers connected across the top by 2 x 10 -in . it. The men stationed in the conduit thus were connected above the water-line by heavy steel

plank set in gains and bolted to them . Each post 'required only to guide the section to prevent it girders having their ends embedded in the con

also was attached to the cross piece by a knee- from lodging on the horizontal cross-braces. crete and attached to the steel shells of the

brace bolted in place. The feet of the posts were Following this system , the forms were success piers.

brought exactly to line and grade by seating them fully removed, carried ahead and erected again The depth of water at the site and the swift

on planks laid on a bench at the side of the a number of times. current of the tide led to the decision to erect

excavation . This arrangement reduced greatly The conduit was designed and built under the the spans on temporary falsework driven in

the amount of excavation required, as the bench direction of Mr. Louis C. Kelsey , as city engineer, shallow water adjacent to the site, and then to

could be placed 3 ft. above the bottom and the and Mr. George C. Chaney, as assistant city tow them to place on scows. The six fixed

latter simply shaped to receive the base of the engineer , of Salt Lake City . Since then Mr. spans were erected in pairs by building a tem

conduit. The posts of the adjacent bents were Chaney succeeded Mr. Kelsey, and later Mr. G. porary falsework long enough to carry two of

cross-braced together to hold them vertically. F. McGonagle was appointed city engineer. them with their ends spaced 80 ft. apart. This

They also were maintained in position in that arrangement permitted the erection of a traveler

direction by means of two longitudinal 4 x 4- in. THE ERECTION OF THE DUMBARTON on the portion of the falsework between the

timbers resting on their cross pieces and support POINT BRIDGE. ends of the spans and the operation of this trav

ing the interior formsofthe barrelof the conduit. eler in both directions along the latter as the

The exterior surface of the conduit was formed The erection of the superstructure of the Dum- erection progressed.

by lagging laid against the posts of the bents, and barton Point Bridge of the Southern Pacific The falsework had under each panel point of

against the kneebraces on the latter, the braces Company across the lower end of San Francisco both steel spans, except for two 44-ft. gaps in

being cut so as to form the proper curve. This Bay was handled to meet the deep water and each case, two pile-bents driven and braced to

arrangement permitted the lagging to be laid

loosely as the concrete was carried up, and thus

facilitated greatly the progress of the work. The

forms for the interior of the conduit were made

in 12- ft. lengths, which were cut into five sections.

The invert having been completed in advance by

means of a template, no form was required for

it. One section on each side extended from the

invert up to the horizontal diameter of the con

duit ; a second section on both sides reached

from this diameter to the fifth , and closing section

at the top . Each of the sections consisted of

2 x 10- in . ribs cut to the proper curve and lagged

with 1 x 6 -in . material dressed on both edges and

one side. The ribs of the side sections were

spaced 2 ft. 6 in . apart on centers and were

braced by three 2 x 6 -in . cross pieces, one at the

bottom , one on the horizontal center line and

the third at the top. These cross pieces were cut

to the proper length and bolted to the ribs accu

rately, so as to insure the proper alignment and

curve of the interior of the conduit. Each 12- ft.

length of the forms was swung from the cor

responding pair of bents by two 12-in . rods to

each bent. These rods were hooked at the bot

tom to engage one of the top crosspieces between

the ribs of the forms,while nuts on their threaded

top ends gave a bearing on the horizontals carried
Lowering a Fixed Span into Place.

by the bents. This scheme permitted accurate swift current conditions presented at the site. make a pier. These gaps were each filled dur

alignment and grade of the forms to be secured The bridge includes a 310 - ft. drawspan, with ing the erection of the steel spans by four

with ease, and reduced to a minimum the amount three 180- ft. fixed spans at both ends, and is framed Howe trusses, with their ends seated on

of work involved in erection .
designed as a double-track structure, according two-bent pile abutments, cut off close to the

The method of building the conduit after the to the common standard specifications of the water-line. The ends of these Howe trusses

forms were in place was to deliver the concrete Harriman Lines, for a loading comparable, ap also were fastened by U -straps to posts erected

on both sides at the same rate, so as to keep the proximately, to Cooper's E55. The channel is, between the top of the abutments carrying them

pressure on the forms approximately balanced. approximately, 1500 ft. wide at the bridge, and and a temporary floor system directly under the

The outside lagging was set as the concrete on both sides of it are stretches of low , flat salt lower chords of the steel spans, that was car

advanced and the closing section of the forms at marshes. At both ends of the structure are ried by the falsework. The four timber trusses

the top was omitted until the concrete reached long timber-pile trestle approaches which give placed temporarily in each of the gaps had lateral

that height. By that time the concrete had the latter a total length of 7842 ft. bracing between them . The design of the false

obtained sufficient set to hold the interior forms The water at the middle of the channel is work permitted these trusses to be removed when

in place so the supporting rods could be re about 50 ft. deep at low tide, the extreme varia the steel spans were completed and swung from

moved. The top section then was wedged up on tion being 11.7 ft. The bay widens beyond the their ends. Two scows thus could be floated

the upper crossbraces to the proper position. crossing so that considerable water piles up in under each span in the openings secured by re

The design of the forms also was such that
TABLE 1 - DATA ON FLOATING FIXED SPANS OFF DUMBARTON POINT BRIDGE TO PLACE.

they could be taken down in sections and moved Time. Low water after
floating spans High water floating spans

ahead very readily. The top and bottom cross Dates. Span Clear of Landed Elevation . Time.. Elevation .

braces were attached to the corresponding ribs

No. falsework. on piers .

by a single bolt at each end, while the cross Sept. 16 ...

Sept. 26 ...
braces in the middle row were attached by two 6:50 PM 98.40

bolts to engage the ends of the ribs of both sec
8:25 AM 98.00 99.60

106.70 98.20,

tions abutting on this line and to prevent move 6:00 PM 97.20

ment. By first removing the wedges which held the lower end of it. The ebb and flow of the tide moving the temporary trusses. After the spans

the top section in place and then the bolts in the consequently are very swift through the narrow were floated off, the timber trusses were placed

ends of the braces, the forms were readily col channel at the bridge. These conditions and the again and two more spans erected .

lapsed, one section at a time. The sections then character of the bottom required a quite special The traveler employed in erecting the steel

were moved ahead between the braces of the design for the substructure. liad a 24 X 64-ft. platform mounted on double

forms already in place in advance of the com The ends of the spans are carried by pairs flanged wheels operating on four lines of rails.

pleted section of the work by stationing a gang of concrete cylinders, built in steel shells sunk A stiff-leg A -frame derrick was mounted on each

Low water before

Time Time. Elevation .

1909
12:25 PM

9:30 AM

10:55 AM

99.00

97.30

99.40

8:00 PM

4:05 PM

3
2

I

5

6

7

99.50

100.20

Oct. 14 ...

Nov. 7 .
Dec. 9

Dec. II....

2:00 PM

11:00 AM

12:15 PM

9:40 AM

9:50 AM

11:05 AM

7:35 AM

3:40 AM

6:20 AM

2:25 AM

3:55 AM

4:50 AM

106.20

106.00

106.20

105.70

1:50 PM

10:30 AM

12:25 PM

9:27 AM

9:45 AM

10:45 AM

7:45 AM

10:05 AM

100.40

100.60

3:40 PM

4:50 PM

106.60
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DEPRECIATION ESTIMATESON UNITED

STATES RECLAMATION WORKS.

-

end of the platform , making a double -ended parative ease by filling the compartments of the

traveler arranged so steel could be erected from hulls with water admitted through the sea -valves.

both ends of it at the same time. The two der When the hulls carrying the span were in the

ricks were operated by a single hoisting engine proper position they were anchored by means of

at the middle of the traveler platform . The ropes to the piers, and the ends of the span were

scheme of handling the steel erection was to lashed to the latter with ropes rove through

work the traveler back and forth along the tem blocks so they could be shifted slightly as the

porary structure so that for a considerable part lowering proceeded. As the placing of the spans

of the time both derricks were being used . occupied such a comparatively short time, the

The hull of an old car ferry, 248 ft. long, was fall of the tide could not be utilized, so de

cut in two at the middle and the ends bulkheaded pendence on the filling of the scows with water

to make two hulls that were used in floating the was practically the sole means of bringing the

spans to place. Bulkheads in each of these hulls spans to rest.

divided the latter into five compartments which The time required in floating each of the six

were provided with sea-valves to permit water 180 - ft. spans from the falsework to its piers is

to be drawn into them . When a steel span was given in the accompanying table. The spans were

It ,

Since the expenditures of the Reclamation

Service must be assessed against the lands bene

fited and collected from the settlers on those

lands, it becomes necessary to make sure that all

proper charges are assessed against the lands and

that no charges be addeu to the expenses of re

claiming any particular land that are not properly

chargeable thereto. As articles of equipment

are in some cases expensive and last for a num

ber of years, they may be partially used on one

project and then transferred to another.

therefore, becomes necessary to apply the prin

ciples of depreciation to the work of this service.

A comprehensive system of handling this matter

has been worked out by the accountants employed,

which was described by the director, Mr. F. H.

Newell, substantially as follows in recent testi

mony before the House Committee on Irrigation :

The theory of depreciation charges is to load

the output with the reduction in the value of

equipment used. It is impossible to measure ac

curately the amount of this wear and tear or re

duced valuation for each piece of work accom

plished . The only way of determining accu

rately the amount of depreciation on any given

piece of machinery or equipment is by its sale

when the work is finished . The difference be

tween the cost price and the amount realized by

sale is the amount of depreciation. This method

is, however , impracticable in the work of the

Reclamation Service. It therefore becomes neces

sary to estimate the depreciation. There are two

ways of doing this. The first and most accurate

is to make a careful estimate periodically, say

once each year, of the value of the equipment,

taking into consideration its condition , both as to

actual wear and tear from use and as to its ob

solescence due to changing conditions, new inven

tions, or new methods of doing the work. The
End of Fixed Span Just Off Its Seat.

Simultaneous Erection of a Pair of Fixed Spans on Falsework .

ready to be moved , the scows were run under numbered from east to west, the drawspan being other method of estimating depreciation is to

it at low tide, and as the tide rose, the span was No. 4. The elevations of various stages of water determine the probable life of the machine or

lifted from the temporary falsework so that it as referred to the assumed datum were, extreme other equipment and assume a regular annual

could be towed out on the hulls to its final posi low tide, 95.6 ft.; mean low tide, 100.6 ft.; mean or monthly percentage of depreciation that will

tion. The span was shored up from both hulls high tide, 106.6 ft., and extremehigh tide, 108.6 ft. reduce the value to nothing at the assumed date

on heavy cribbing providing a broad base under The bridge was designed and built under the of its becoming absolutely worthless.

the stiff lower chords. The ends of the hulls direction of Mr. William Hood, chief engineer When depreciation is taken up with a debit to

also were lashed together to prevent them from of the Southern Pacific Company. The late W. cost -ledger features, the credit should be made

spreading. The hulls with their load were towed E. Marsh was in charge of the construction of to the inventory account representing the cost

from the temporary falsework to the permanent the foundations and the erection of the super price of the equipment, provided the depreciation

site, and the 461-ton fixed spans each lowered structure until the time of his death , when he is a known or determining figure. If the depre

into position in an average time of about 1 hour, was succeeded by Mr. C. R. Broughton . ciation is an estimate, however, it is not con

27 minutes. The drawspan was erected as sidered good book keeping to reduce the inven

cantilever from the center pier over its perma THE WATER SUPPLY of Carlsbad , N. Mex., will toried value by the amount estimated . In such

nent protection built at right angles to the cen be supplied from the Carlsbad irrigation project cases the credit should be entered under balance

ter line of bridge. of the United States Reclamation Service at sheet item " Equipment-depreciation account" ; and

The lowering of the spans to the bridge seats $ 1.25 per acre foot, the same price as is paid by when the depreciation is accurately known, either

was accomplished quite accurately and with com the farmers. on sale of the equipment or on its being scrapped

a


